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A
ABSTRAC
CT
Hospitalizeed patients and
a clinical hospital staaff identify noise
n
as a major
m
stressoor.
Ennvironmentaal hospital nooise raises am
mbient noise levels signifficantly abov
ve ideal levels.
Opptions to redduce hospitall noise includ
de methods to
t modify nooise, such as closing doorrs,
addjusting hosppital equipmeent, architectural and rooom acoustic design, hosppital personnnel
beehaviours annd clinical alarms
a
such as wireless communicattion devicess for staff annd
fuuture "smart" algorithms for
f patient-sppecific alarm
m thresholds.
y utilizes thee beamform
ming techniquues to locallize and redduce the noiise
This study
soource in hospital room
ms and ex
xamines room acoustiic characterristic througgh
m
measurementss and simulattion of noisee in an environment that effects the patient’s
p
auddio
peerception; annd collects evvidence for impact
i
of nooise and its inntensity on patient
p
hearinng
within a reall environmeent. The diffference in applicationss of variouss architecturral
soolutions to mitigate nooise in hosppitals withinn cardiovasccular acute care units is
esstimated. The profiles of noise leveels for their time and frrequency dom
main as beinng
reeflected, abso
orbed or refraacted within typical patieent’s room arre determined
ngs will conttribute to po
ossible archittectural acouustic design solution(s) to
The findin
reeduce acoustiic disruptionn of sleep with adequatee informationn and reprod
ducible data to
acccelerate dessign decisionn-making proocess while providing more
m
practicaal solutions as
coompared to th
heoretical offferings by th
he research community in
n this area.

1 INTR
RODUCT
TION
Sleep playys a critical role
r
in maintaaining human health and w
well-being; how
wever, patien
nts who are hoospitalized
are frequently exposed
d to noise thatt can disrupt their
t
sleep. Effforts to attenuuate hospital noise
n
have beeen limited
ormation on thhe interaction between sounnds and sleep physiology; 22 Design guiddelines for
by: 1- Inccomplete info
applicatioon of buildingg materials accceptable for trraditional infeection control solutions whiich often workk against a
healthy acoustic
a
envirronment. (e.g., surfaces co
overed with hhard materialss for easy cleeaning generaally reflect
rather thaan absorb sounnd); 3 - Archiitectural desiggn solutions foor the architecctural acousticc needs of the acute care
unit spacees. Sounds during
d
sleep innfluence both cortical brainn activity and cardiovasculaar functions. Although
A
a
great deaal of consideraation regardinng codes, stan
ndards, and guuidelines has been given foor the hospitaal and care
facilities, very little deesign guidancee or architectu
ural solutionss is available that
t
provides for the requirrements of
the room acoustic withhin hospital.
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This study systematically quantifies the reduction capacity of a range of hospital sounds in time and frequency
domain as it influence the sleep while providing evidence that is essential to improving the architectural room
acoustic within a given new design and or existing health care facilities to enable the provision of the highest
quality of care by the health care system. The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends a decibel
measurement (dBA) of 35 for average daytime noise levels in patient rooms and 30 for average night time levels
in patient rooms. However, patient room doors are often kept open to allow supervision, providing an easy
conduit for noise transmission in excess of the limit. Glass doors can provide a degree of acoustical privacy for
patient rooms while allowing visual supervision. Television headphones, pillow speakers or headphones located
within easy reach of the patient can reduce the level of television audio noise in the inpatient unit. If patient room
doors located off active corridors must be left open at night, sound masking systems may be used to elevate the
continuous room background sound levels to make intruding sounds less audible and startling. Personal bedside
systems could provide acceptable low levels of background sound in each patient room while reducing the
amount of sound added to the rest of the patient care environment. Appropriate background sound could include
a steady sound-masking spectrum, nature sounds or music. Patients who may not benefit from elevated
background sound are those at risk for hearing damage due to ototoxic medications. These patients should be
placed in rooms with gasketed, heavy doors in high in absorptive, reduced mechanical noise and minimal noise
interference from clinical alarms and medical pumps.

2 OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are to examine the:
1) Measurements and simulation of noise in an environment that affects the patient’s auditory perception;
2) Collected evidence of noise and possible reduction of its intensity within real environment;
3) Architectural appearance of space and sound reflections as integrated within working or living environments
as relates to recommended sound absorbing material and their spectral characteristics;
4) Difference in application of various architectural solutions to mitigate noise in hospitals;
5) Noise levels for their times of occurrence and frequency domain as being reflected, absorbed or refracted
within cardiovascular acute care units; and
7) Architectural acoustic design solutions with adequate information and reproducible data to accelerate the
design decision-making process while providing more practical solutions.

3 METHODOLOGIES
1- Time and frequency domain noise measurements through use of real space within a hospital nursing station
and patient room, 2 - Computer simulation to examine possible architectural and room acoustic solutions.

3.1 Experimental set ups: Design - three-day sound level study. Setting - 7th floor of the UM Hospital cardiovascular acute care units. Participants - Volunteer staff and all care givers within section C
nursing station.

3.2 Intervention: Baseline night time hours followed by full weekend and weekday intervention within a)
north side circulation area utilizing the architectural sonic absorptive panels and b) south side circulation area
without any intervention. As a controlled strategy over the noise that is common in hospitals (e.g., voice, phone,
outside traffic, and helicopter, staff talking, food cart, cleaning cart, bathroom flushing and intravenous alarm,
doors opening and closing, chair moving over the wooden floor, hush curtain closings, etc.) a selected set of
masking sound was used as background noise with known intensities while their spectrum were measured within
a typical patient room given the industry standards for Preferred Noise Criteria.

3.3 Measurements: The sound exposures are measured within ranges of decibel levels 40 to 80 dBA
during their regular working schedules of 24 hours at 1 second intervals. Limitations within this study include
only one type of design solution and the participants are only the patients and staff on the 7th floor for that period
of time. Results for these room acoustic studies may underestimate the effects of other possible noise attenuators
or other possible design alternative using computer simulations.
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3.4 Application of the Ac
coustic Ca
amera: Thhe Acoustic Camera
C
was used
u
to meassure sound
characterristic of the ro
oom. Specificc measuremennts were madee close to the side of the bed
b and close to patient
head possition. The system
s
produuces images of sound soources or “loocalizes” souund sources using the
beamform
ming techniquue. Delay-and--sum beamforrming is one of the oldest and simplest array signal processing
p
algorithm
ms…“as far back as 1880. The acousticc images connsist of color contours indiicating wheree the most
significannt noise sourcces are locatedd. Detailed rev
view of this teechnique is deescribed in refference [1]. The
T system
consists of
o a micropho
one array withh camera, data recorder, annd Noise Imag
ge software ru
unning on a laptop
l
PC.
Figure 2 shows the typical system
m componentts used by thhe Acoustics Camera and
d the actual setting
s
for
measurem
ments within the
t hospital room.
r
Despitee its extreme ssimplicity, thee delay-and-ssum method inn the time
domain is
i quite robusst and powerfful and has sh
hown its pracctical usabilityy in an extraoordinary widee range of
acoustic llocalization an
nd troubleshoooting applicattions for yearss now [2].
Miicrophone Array
Sphere48
Calibration
Tester
PC

Video
Camera

Data Recorder
mcdRec 721

Extra
Sensors

et up for measurements within
w
the hos
spital room.
Figure 1: Actual experimental se
f specific appplication.
The net reesult from thee system is a sound image superimposedd onto a 3-D CAD model for
Data cann be analyzed
d for specific time periodss and frequenncy ranges alllowing resultss to be correlated with
standard architectural acoustic meassures. The meeasured resultts were used to
t simulate the sound sourcce in other
A acoustic proogram EASE was used for detail calculaation and paraametric studiess. The 120
computerr programs. An
small miccrophones reccorded the im
mpulse noise from
fr
a large balloon
b
burst and
a the generrated signal frrom sound
masking systems with a steady sounnd-masking sp
pectrum as weell as nature soounds and livve noise by nuursing staff
o the day. Thhe software alllows the user to pinpoint exxactly how
in makingg noise simulttaneously at a given times of
much souund individuall people and sources
s
make within the paatient’s room. Other factorss such as the duration
d
of
the soundds from cardiovascular moonitoring instrrument by thee bed or maskking sounds, or
o the length of time it
takes the balloon burst or the maskking sound sig
gnals to reachh "full loudneess", or the pooint at which the sound
nd their spectraal characteristtics.
intensity level remains steady had too be evaluatedd for peak meaasurements an

3.5 Com
mputer simulation: The computeer models weere based on the
t condition of having pattient-room
doors opeened or closedd, a scenario often
o
required
d to support inntensive care and
a emergenccy access by thhe nursing
station sttaff. To proviide speech prrivacy as onee solution in double
d
bedrooms, the adju
ustable hanginng curtain
became tthe critical element for souund isolation.. Applying m
more absorptio
on in the patient room incrreased the
speech inntelligibility, but
b with the drrawback of deecreasing speeech privacy inn double bedroooms during thhe visiting
hours. In hospital room
m acoustic dessign, one has to
t change or eliminate
e
the source of noisse or shield thhe receiver
from the source or alter the path of nnoise to reduce its impact onn patient’s auditory comforrt.

4 RES
SULTS & DISCUS
SSIONS
The attem
mpt to containn the source off sound energgy within carddiovascular acuute care unitss only, was shhown to be
one desiggn option. Fu
urther design alternatives, such as locaating speciallyy designed abbsorptive pannels at the
critical reeflection poinnt, were identiified based on
n measuremennts using acooustic beamforrming techniqques. Data
processinng of the impu
ulse responsess was used fo
or objective evvaluation of thhe room acouustics quality due to the
design vaariations. Thee change in auditory
a
perceeption was obbserved by annalyzing the output
o
signalss produced
from Eneergy Time Cuurve (ETC) daata, room’s mode,
m
sound eenvelope and auralization based
b
on the simulated
impulse responses.
r
Thhe simulated reesults observeed based on thhese parametrric studies, paarticularly to isolate
i
this
sound fieeld from other parts of the open-space
o
layyout as shownn further in thee results sectioon of the papeer, are self-
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evidence.. The art of acoustic
a
desiggn for existing
g spaces is inn optimizing the acoustic isolation,
i
difffusion, the
treatmentt of surfaces given
g
the room
m’s geometry and
a volume. Enhancing
E
tecchniques in sou
und mixing reely heavily
on new aaudio productss along with options
o
offered by audio deesign engineerring firms. A simple web search
s
will
give you over 20 well--known comppanies, nationaally and internnationally, offfering more th
han one way of
o treating
R
Diffuusers" or "Reflection Phase Grating" paanels have
architectuural surfaces for diffusion.. "Quadratic Residue
been larggely the solutioons to approxximate the listeening room chharacteristic too the unique acoustic
a
"fingerprint" of
concert halls.
h
A new sett of sonic pan
nels have beenn designed, developed and physically
p
buiilt to meet the noise reductiion criteria
within hoospitals. Theyy have matte colour-studded
c
d hollow surfa
faces with an ordered
o
arrayy of half - andd full-sized
cones, whhich jut from every wall suurface and or the ceiling. The
T panels havve shown possitive results of
o delay or
decay of the mid and high
h
frequenciies within the space. The main
m concept of
o designing an
a efficacious diffuser is
w no highliights for a giiven frequency, amplitude, or angle of incidence or reflection.
to providde a surface with
Hence, ann effective surrface is createed only for a small
s
percentaage of the totaal sound energgy impinging on it. The
measuredd results conduucted at the UM
U hospital arre validated thhrough compu
uter simulatioon, a certified laboratory
and the on-site evaluattion (before annd after) as paart of these casse studies. Thee results show
w the data colllected over
ng sets of sonicc diffusers
the week days and weeekends with annd without thee room acousttic design inteervention usin
panels loocated at vario
ous reflective points strateggically, did reeduce the ambbient noise byy approximateely 3dBA.
See Figu
ure 2 and 3. A patient’s room in a hosspital becomees their home away from home for the duration
d
of
their stayy. For a child and
a or elderlyy people, it is especially
e
impportant that th
hey truly feel at
a home and at
a peace, in
their spacce.

Figure 2.
2 Installation of sonic paneels within typiical hospital roooms and circculation area.
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Figure 3
3. The summaary results of noise
n
monitoriing within twoo circulation areas
a
with (Wp
p) and withouut (Np)
diffuser ssonic panels. Wall
W = hallwaays, Desk /Exit door = Nursing station.
Options tto reduce hosppital noise incllude methods to modify noise, such as soound maskingg systems to ellevate the
continuouus room backg
ground sound levels to mak
ke intruding soounds less aud
dible and starttling. The meaasured
data show
ws it is possiblle to reduce thhe sound throuugh use of thiss method; how
wever, the origginal source needs
n
to be
much low
wer or the massking sound itself will be a new
n source off noise. See Figure
F
4.

4. Measured noise
n
level in patient room from sound masking
m
(e.g., rain, heartbeaat, summer niight, water
Figure 4
fall etc.) systems with
h a steady sppectrum, natu
ure sounds annd live noisee by nursing staff in makking noise
simultaneeously at a giiven time of the day. Con
ntrol room nooise = Heart monitoring
m
eqquipment noise signals
coming fr
from ICU statiion.
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Patients listen
l
to conversation, TV, bathroom flu
ushing, door opening
o
and closing,
c
food cart
c passing by
b or other
noise witthin or from outside
o
circullation area in a hospital while
w
sitting or laying flat on
o the bed, more
m
often
listening at a distance,, where the soound pressuree level of the reflected souunds is greaterr than that off the direct
Real time meaasurements shhow that frequuency responsse measured at the patientt position aboove 250Hz
sound. R
dominatees the spectraal characteristtic of most so
ound energy returned to the
t patient frrom surfaces with high
reflectancce in the room
m such as dooors, floor, gllass windows,, head board and foot boaards by the beed. Below
250Hz, w
within a typiccal hospital rooom, room modes
m
becomee the dominannt factor in what
w
patients hear. It is
critical too localize the source and deetermine the frequency
f
of the
t off-axis reesponse of noise at the patiient’s ears.
The acouustic characterristics of the main surfaces within the field
f
of view of a patient with high refflection do
impact thhe spectral freequency respoonse at the lisstening positioon. Schroedeer Frequency (SF) expressees a crossover valuue of frequenncy for a recttangular room
m so that aboove the SF thhe modal dennsity dictates statistical
behaviouur of the enclo
osed sound fileed [3]. Studies have shownn that the (SF) is a good preedictor of emppty rooms’
modal beehaviour only [4]. The follow
wing summarrize the SF exppressions.

V
,
A

RT  0.161
1

f s  2000

T
,
V

fs  c

6
,
A

s  c

A
6

Where T60= Reverberaation (s), V=R
Room Volum
me (m3),  = absorption cooefficient and A = total suurface area
2
(m ), s = Wave lengthh and C= speeed of sound in
n (m/s). Theese expressionns will make the
t frequencyy range for
design annd treatment of
o these typess of small to moderate
m
size rooms underr considerationns into four zones
z
from
low to hiigh frequencyy. The room acoustic charracteristic cann be viewed and
a analysed based on its frequency
region. F
Figure 5 show
ws the frequenncy response of a typical patient
p
room based
b
on an im
mpulse measuurement by
bursting a large size baalloon. The various
v
zones namely,
n
presssure zone, Eigen mode zonee, Schroeder Frequency,
F
4 times tthe Schroeder Frequency and Specularr Zones are identified
i
on the plotted chart.
c
These frequency
subdivisioons or regionss allow one too select particcular techniquees to control the
t steady statte of the room
m response
since stattistical modelss are applied at high frequeency only. Baased on studiees on discrete modes in a sm
mall room
by Blaszaak for selectinng optimum geometric prooportions of rooms
r
[5], thee range of thee acceptable dimension
ratios deccreases with decreasing α and for meaan absorption coefficient lo
ower or equaal 0.3 based on
o Sabin’s
equation. This approacch is only goood for room with
w absorptionn less than about 0.3 or thee results becom
mes not so
useful and there are on
nly a few of thhe ratios for wh
hich a uniform
m distribution of Eigen modde is obtained.

F
Figure
5. Thee measured freequency respo
onse of a typiccal hospital rooom at patient’s head positioon
Since most absorptive materials respponse to partiicle velocity; placement
p
of the high absoorption materiials within
a their selecction should be
b based on freequency and location
l
of thee large particle velocity.
the Eigenn mode zone and
Just as a scenario towaard applicationn of a possiblle solution, if permitted by hospital admiinistration to use
u 1-inch
thick, higgh absorptive surface at a reflection
r
poin
nt within the room,
r
then th
hat surface will be absorbinng most of
the soundd above 10000Hz; thereforee the frequenccy below thiss level will no
ot be impacteed by the noisse and the
overall soound will be distorted by the ear. To determine thee exact frequuency to makee this changee of sound
characterristic for a giveen room depends on the sizze and volumee of the room. At this point,, the reflected sound has
also diffeerent spectral characteristics
c
s as well.
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The interaction between reflection and localization has an impact on the perception of where in the space a noise
comes from. This phenomenon, so called “Precedence Effect”, has been investigated by many researchers.
Precedence effect or “law of the first wave front” states that if the same sound arrives at the ear from two
different directions at two different times (e.g. one arriving from the left and another one from the right 10 ms
later) then the perceived location of the sound corresponds to the direction of arrival of the first sound. This ‘law’
holds true up to about 40 ms. Haas shown that humans localize sound sources in the direction of the first arriving
sound regardless of the presence of a single reflection from a different direction. A reflection arriving later than 1
ms after the direct sound, increases the perceived level and spaciousness [6]. A single reflection arriving within 5
to 30 ms can be up to 10 dB louder than the direct sound without being perceived as a secondary auditory event
with a time varying in reflection level. If the direct sound is coming from the same direction the listener is facing,
the reflection's direction has no significant effect on the perceived sound [7]. The precedence effect appears if
the subsequent wave fronts arrive between 2 ms and about 50 ms later than the first wave front. This range is
signal dependent. For speech the precedence effect disappears for delays above 50 ms, but for music the
precedence effect can also appear for delays of some 100 ms [8].
ETC (Energy Time Curve) is the most commonly used acoustic measurement used to examine reflections. ETC
simply looks at amplitude over time, but it gives no additional information into the spectrum of that energy.
Frequency response, as shown by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of an impulse response (IR), adds up all
incident sound within the IR and creates a plot of amplitude vs. frequency. ETC by itself is not a good indicator
to show the performance of a room. These room acoustic criteria should be considered in conjunction with the
other stated indicators to show the left / right ear frequency response. A large balloon was used as a source to
measure the room impulse using the AC and Noise image software. The results show the sound pressure level at
different frequencies of the spectrum. Noise image allows presenting this data with frequency axis smoothing
(e.g. 1/3rd octave), this makes it much easier to view the room frequencies conditions. See Figure 5.
Patient ability to localize sound helps them to sort out individual sounds among many other sources of noise
within their environment. Physical, physiological, and psychological studies have shown the head shadows or
affects the sound that is reaching the human left ear if the sound is arriving first at the right ear [7]. The standard
comparison between intensities in the left and right ears is known as the inter-aural level difference (ILD). ILD is
a good indicator to show high correlation between frequencies over much of the audible spectrum (20-20KHz).
Psycho-acoustical experiments show that the central nervous system is equally sensitive to all frequencies. The
smallest detectable ILD is approximately 0.5 dB, regardless of the frequency [8]. If ILD is used, it would be very
difficult to localize a sound with a frequency below 500 Hz. However, Rayleigh discovered that a steady-state
low-frequency pure tone such as 256 or 128 Hz could easily be localized. He concluded in 1907 that the ear must
be able to detect the difference in wave form phases between the two ears [7, 9].
A patient’s head and its surroundings include a variety of secondary scattering that can be expected to lead the
higher-frequency dependence of the ILD. Conceivably, this could help to provide a solution for additional
possibilities to impact the sound localization while in bed. The combined use of measured data with AC and
Noise Image software and Mat Lab utilizing the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm developed by
Forooze [10] provides the opportunity to see and examine this phenomenon. The MUSIC is a standard method to
localize acoustic sounds using sequential projections to properly identify local maxima of the gain function as
origins of true sources. The localization results for Delay and Sum (DAS) beamformer as part of this exploration
are shown in Figure 6. The local maxima of the source of reflections while listening to masking sound located
on the side table by the bed are identified within the surface of the pillow and its surroundings clearly. Similar
attempts are made to demonstrate the impact of various sound reflections that are equal to the source itself
shown in Figure 7. The use of High Definition algorithm available within Noise Image software allows the
user to see multiple reflections within roof surfaces including the sum of all peak reflection within the room.
The frequency plot option provides the ability to see the frequency domain impact on the room acoustic
characteristic. The Figures 8 a, b, c, and d show the frequency domain impact of a pressure zone, Eigen
mode zone, Schroeder Frequency, 4 times the Schroeder Frequency and Specular Zones within the hospital
room. It is possible to see the surfaces that are impacted by the contribution of each frequency zone.
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Figure 6. The loccal maxima of the sourcce and num
mber of reflections in paatient room.

Figure 7. Measurred sound inntensity refllection equaal or close too the sourcee in patient’’s room.
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Schrroeder Frequency

Sp
pecular Zone
es

nd d. Frequenncy domain im
mpact within pressure
p
zonee, Eigen mode zone, Schroeder
Figures 8 a, b, c, an
Frequenccy, 4 times thee Schroeder Frrequency and Specular Zonnes in a hospitaal room.
Sound traavels approxim
mately a foot every
e
milliseccond. In an unntreated room, there will bee clearly definned energy
spikes ovver time as thee sound reflectts off various surfaces and arrives
a
at the listening positions. Placingg a diffuser
in the refflection path will
w scatter thhe sound enerrgy across a wide
w
angle annd therefore itt will not reacch the ear.
Diffusionn takes away from the listtening-room layer
l
in manyy ways. It afffects the arrivval time, elim
minates the
echoes thhat often exitt in domestic listening env
vironments duue to the paraallel room su
urfaces and reeduces the
impact off frequencies. Use of any sound
s
system in an architecctural space, is
i an acknowlledgment of the
t lack of
provisionn of an architeectural solutioons for the arrchitectural accoustic needs of the space by the designn team. In
general, w
with adequatee diffusion annd appropriatee reflection, you can theoreetically get a small listeninng room to
sound ratther like a verry good conccert hall becau
use, psycho accoustically, alll the same basic ingrediennts will be
there inccluding smootthly decayingg reverberatioon that permeeates the whoole room. The
T hospital room
r
was
modelledd within EASE
E program annd the surfacees with peak reflection points were chaange to high absorptive
surfaces. The results show
s
that it iss possible to use
u selected suurfaces to elim
minate acousttic hot spots for
f a better
hearing fo
for the patientss.

Figures 9 a, b, and c. Computer model of hosp
pital rooms annd noise reflecctions within circulation
c
spaace.
a
the dessign team to explore
e
all poossible optionss to solve the noise problem
m without
The compputer model allows
use of electrical soundd cancelling system
s
or maasking. Speciffic surfaces arre identified in
i terms of thheir sound
o the room. Sound
S
Pressurre Levels as L7,
L 50 and
absorptioon and their coontribution to the total noisse reduction of
80 are thee sum of the direct
d
and revverberant enerrgy, in dBSPL
L, within the first
f
7, 50 andd 80 milliseconds of the
first arrivval. Figure 10 shows the calculated ressults of room total sound pressure
p
levell and L at 7, 50
5 and 80
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milliseconds. The dataa shows the contribution
c
o reflected coomponents. The difference in L7 and L80
of
L at low
frequencyy shows in sm
mall rooms, thhe direct sound
d intensity haas major influeence on the reeverberation time
t
given
room surfface reflectiviity. Clarity (C
C) is the ratio of
o energy befoore and after 7,
7 50 and 80 milliseconds
m
inn decibels.
This indeex shows the strength
s
of dirrect sound of sources. Any value above –15
– dB allows a good locallization of
the soundd source. The closer the vallue is to 0 the better the loccalization. Sim
milar calculation on calculaated clarity
at 7, 50 and 80 millisseconds show
wn in Figure 10b are suppportive exhib
bits as data foor contributioon of high
frequencyy to noise levels given theiir density as was
w shown in Figure5. Criitical Distancee is a distancee from the
source whhere the directt sound equalss the reverberrant sound. See Max and Min critical disttance in Figure 10c.

Figures 10 a, b, Totaal sound presssure level and, clarity at 7, 50
5 and 80 millliseconds in a hospital room
m.

Figures 10 c. Estimaated critical diistance.

Figure
es 11 Estimatted reverberattion reduction.

The simuulation results shown in Fig
gure 11 indiccate it is possibble to use absorptive panelss located strattegically at
the identiified location (acoustic hot spots) within
n a patient room as show inn Figure 9b providing
p
the noticeable
reductionn of noise within
w
the hoospital room. The discussion and peerformance analysis
a
of design and
developm
ment of these absorptive
a
pannels are beyonnd the scope oof work for th
his paper, how
wever, Figure 12 shows
the detaill and the propoosed locationss for these souund absorbers or silencers too be within th
he door cavity..

Figure 122. Design deetail and the prroposed locatiion of sound absorber
a
or sillencers withinn the door caviity.
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5 POSSIBLE OUTCOMES
The question is how do the medical staffs negotiate the use of a working and care giving environment and what
kinds of codes, standards, and guidelines exist for designers of new construction and renovations to help them to
achieve their goals. It is hoped that the application of these architectural solutions brings the benefit from
medical audio and architectural engineering research to room acoustic design. There is a need to increase the
availability of research results and related information to case studies in hospitals with high noise problems.
Given the current technology and methods; it is possible to reduce the noise for patients within cardiovascular
acute care units, and verify the benefit of enhanced architectural environment and or room acoustic environment
that deviate from noisy sources. It is essential to integrate the room acoustic designs and architectural solutions
with space operation that do not require electronic and accessibility requirements of persons for its operation and
control into current design practices.

6 CONCLUSIONS
As sounds during sleep influence both cortical brain activity and cardiovascular function. This study has shown
systematic quantification and the reduction capacity of a range of hospital sounds in time and frequency domain.
Application of sonic panels and door silencers provides evidence that is possible to improve the architectural
room acoustic within a given new design and or existing health care facilities without use of electronic controls
while providing highest quality of care by the health care system.
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